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Abstra t
Issues of representation arise in natural language pro essing, user interfa e design, art, and
indeed, ommuni ation with any medium. This paper addresses su h issues using algebrai
semioti s, whi h draws on algebrai spe i ation to give (among other things) an algebrai
theory of representation, and a generalization of blending in the sense of ognitive linguisti s.
New ideas in this paper in lude distinguishing stru tural and on eptual blending, using
o-relations for blending, and using hidden algebra for dynami signs. Some examples are
developed in detail, in luding their formalization in the BOBJ language.
1

Introdu tion

Notions of design, representation and meaning in formal omputer s ien e are impoverished ompared with what is ne essary for appli ations like web design and natural language understanding.
However, these notions are pre ise, amenable to implementation, and have many appli ations.
This paper des ribes algebrai semioti s, a formal theory of omplex signs addressing interfa e
issues, in a general sense of \interfa e" that in ludes user interfa e design, natural language, and
even art. Algebrai semioti s is broader than most omputer s ien e, but still pre ise and implementable; it is based on on epts from algebrai semanti s and ognitive linguisti s, as brie y
reviewed in Se tion 2. BOBJ is used to give formal spe i ations for representations and blends,
and all ode here has been run. An advantage of formalization is that, by for ing one to be expli it, some subtle issues are exposed that usually get glossed over. On the other hand, algebrai
semioti s formalizations are grounded in so ial reality, ontrary to mu h of lassi al semioti s.
Dates and windows with s rollbars are dis ussed in detail to illustrate the approa h.
I thank Kai Lin for maintaining BOBJ, and Fox Harrell for some valuable
omments. I also thank the students in my lasses CSE 171 and 271 for their feedba k.
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Algebrai

Semioti s

This se tion brie y reviews key on epts of algebrai semioti s and its appli ation to interfa e
design [9, 7, 10, 13, 8, 11℄, assuming some familiarity with the relevant mathemati s. Algebrai
semioti s in orporates major insights from the founders of semioti s, Charles Saunders Peir e [18℄
and Ferdinand Saussure [19℄. Peir e emphasized (among other things) that the relation between a
given token and its obje t is not just a fun tion (as in denotational semanti s), but a relation that
depends on the situation in whi h the token is interpreted, while Saussure emphasized (among
other things) that signs ome in systems. Neither Peir e nor Saussure onsidered representations
of sign systems, dynami signs, the values of user ommunities, or pragmati aspe ts of design.
Mathemati ally [9℄, a semioti system or semioti theory or sign system (we use these
terms inter hangeably) onsists of a signature (whi h de lares sorts, subsorts, operations, and
 This
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perhaps some xed data sorts) with some axioms1 ; in addition, there is a level ordering on sorts
(having a maximum or \top" element) and a priority ordering on the onstru tors at ea h level.
Sorts lassify the parts of signs, onstru tors build new signs from given parts, and data sorts
lassify the values of attributes of signs (e.g., olor and size). Levels express the whole-part
hierar hy of omplex signs, whereas priorities express the relative importan e of onstru tors and
their arguments; so ial issues play an important role in determining these orderings.
There is a basi duality between theories and models: A semioti theory determines the lass of
models that satisfy it, whi h we all its semioti spa e; and a lass of models has a unique (up to
equivalen e) most restri tive theory whose models in lude it; this duality is a Galois onne tion2 .
We may also use the term \semioti spa e" for a semioti theory, whi h, though potentially
onfusing, is justi ed by the duality. The main reason to prefer theories over models as a basis
is that theories de ne spa es of signs, with axioms onstraining the allowable signs, and hen e
the allowable representations; another is the ease of treating levels and priorities. For example, in
formalizing the spa e of books, we want to allow anything with the right stru ture as a model; and
in formalizing the representation that produ es indi es from books, we may well want to impose
two axioms on the target spa e of indi es, requiring that indexed items must be phrases of 1, 2 or
3 words, and that the page total for indexed phrases must be not more than 2% of a book's page
total.
The following are some further informal examples of semioti systems: dates; times; bibliographies (in one or more xed format); tables of ontents (e.g., for books, again in xed formats);
newspapers (e.g., the New York Times Arts Se tion); and a xed website, su h as the CNN homepage (in some parti ular instan e of its gradually evolving format). Note that ea h of these has
a large spa e of possible instan es, but xed stru ture. The next two se tions explain two examples in detail. Se tion 3 dis usses dates, using traditional initial model semanti s (see [15℄ for
an introdu tion to this, as well as to OBJ), while the se ond example, windows with s rollbars,
dis ussed in Se tion 4, uses hidden algebra to model the dynami aspe t of these signs, sin e what
is displayed in a window must hange in on ert with what its s rollbar shows. This paper is not
the pla e for an exposition of hidden algebra (see [9, 16℄ for that), but we note that the elements
of hidden sort in a model of a hidden theory are states, whi h an be hanged by operations in
the signature.
Mappings between stru tures be ame in reasingly important in twentieth entury mathemati s
and its appli ations; examples in lude linear transformations (and their representations as matries), ontinuous maps of spa es, di erentiable and analyti fun tions, group homomorphisms, and
mu h more. Mappings between sign systems are only now appearing in semioti s, as uniform representations for signs in a sour e spa e by signs in a target spa e. Sin e we formalize sign systems as
algebrai theories with additional stru ture, we should formalize semioti morphisms as theory
morphisms; however, these must be partial, be ause in general, not all of the sorts, onstru tors,
et . are preserved in real world examples. For example, the semioti morphism that produ es an
outline from a book, omits the sorts and onstru tors for paragraphs, senten es, et ., while preserving those for hapters, se tions, et . In addition to the formal stru ture of algebrai theories,
semioti morphisms should also (partially) preserve the priorities and levels of the sour e spa e.
The extent to whi h a morphism preserves the various features of semioti theories determines its
quality, as we will show in examples below.
Note that we take the dire tion of a semioti morphism to be the dire tion that models or
instan es are mapped. Thus, if B is is a semioti system for books and T one for tables of
ontents, then books (whi h are models of B ) are mapped to their tables of ontents, whi h are
models of T . However, this map on models is determined by, and is dual to, the theory in lusion
T ! B , whi h re e ts the fa t that the stru ture of tables of ontents is a substru ture of that
of books. (This duality is also onsistent with the fa t that blending diagrams are drawn \upside
down" in algebrai semioti s, ompared with ognitive linguisti s.) On the other hand, when
1 This paper uses only algebrai signatures (with subsorts and data sorts), and as axioms, equations and sort
onstraints, though other logi al systems ould ertainly be used instead. See [15℄ for a relatively easy exposition
of algebrai signatures and equations; sort onstraints are explained in Se tion 3.
2 As in the theory of institutions [12℄, but note that this duality does not involve levels or priorities

initial model semanti s is used, as in Se tion 3, the models map in the same dire tion as the
theory morphism3 .
Note also that our use of the word \spa e" on i ts with that in ognitive linguisti s, where
on eptual spa es are a tually single models, rather than lasses of models. Moreover, on eptual spa es only have onstants ( alled \elements") and relations among them; they do not have
multi-argument onstru tors, sorts, levels, priorities, or axioms. For this reason, we should also
distinguish on eptual blending, alias on eptual integration, from stru tural blending, whi h
we may as well also all stru tural integration, where the former is blending of on eptual
spa es and the latter is blending of semioti systems, as theories, in general involving non-trivial
onstru tors. For example, the integration of a window with its s rollbar is stru tural, not oneptual, although the on eptual aspe ts an also be studied (as in Se tion 6). Algebrai semioti s
also goes beyond on eptual spa es to provide entities with states. These features are ne essary
for appli ations to user interfa e design, but also seem likely to have other appli ations4 .
Whereas on eptual spa es are good for studying meaning in natural language, they are not
adequate for user interfa e design and other appli ations where stru ture is important, su h as
web design and musi . For example, on eptual spa es and on eptual blending an help us
understand on epts about musi , but semioti spa es and stru tural blending are needed for an
adequate treatment of the stru ture of musi , e.g., how a melody an be ombined with a sequen e
of hords. Con eptual spa es are good for talking about on epts about (e.g., how we talk about)
things, but are awkward for talking about the stru ture of things. Note also that greater ultural
variation an be found in on eptual blending than in stru tural blending, be ause the former
deals with on epts about something, whereas they latter deals with the stru ture of its instan es
and/or its representations.
There are at least three \modes" in whi h one might onsider representations: analyti , syntheti , and on eptual. In the analyti mode, we are given one or more sign from the representation
(i.e., the target) spa e, and we seek to re onstru t both the sour e spa e and the representation.
In the syntheti mode, we are given the sour e spa e and seek to onstru t a good representation
for the signs in that spa e, using some given te hnology (su h as ommand line, or standard GUI
widgets, or 3D olor graphi s) for the target spa e. In the on eptual mode, we seek to analyze
the metaphori al stru ture of the representation, in the style of ognitive linguisti s [21, 4℄; for
example, how is Windows XP like a desktop, or how is a s rollbar like a s roll? A treatment in
this mode will involve on eptual spa es, in the sense of ognitive linguisti s; see Se tion 6. In
ea h mode, parti ularities of the ultures involved may be very signi ant, as we shall see.
There are at least two perspe tives that one might take towards the study of signs and representations: pragmati and theoreti al. The rst is the perspe tive of a designer, who has a job to
get done, often within onstraints that in lude ost, time, and stylisti guidelines; we may also all
this an engineering perspe tive, and it will generally involve negotiating trade-o s among various
values and onstraints. The se ond is the perspe tive of a s ientist who seeks to understand priniples of design, and is thus engaged in a pro ess of onstru ting and testing theories. From the
se ond perspe tive, it makes sense to des ribe the semioti spa es involved in a detailed formal
way, and to test hypotheses with al ulations and experiments with users. But from the pragmati
perspe tive, it makes sense to formalize only where this adds value to the design pro ess, e.g., in
espe ially tri ky ases, and even then, only to formalize to the minimum extent that will get the
job done. Experien e shows that one an often get onsiderable bene t from applying prin iples
of algebrai semioti s, su h as identifying and preserving key features of the sour e spa e, without
doing a great deal of formalization.
On the other hand, for designing safety riti al systems, or for developing a deeper s ienti
understanding of design, one might wish not only to onstru t a formal mathemati al model,
but also to make it exe utable, so that it an be debugged, for example, using some version of
3 Be ause these model spa es onsist of only initial models, the map between them is the free fun tor, whi h is
adjoint to, and in the opposite dire tion to, the forgetful fun tor indu ed by the theory morphism; hen e it goes the
same dire tion as the theory morphism, rather than the opposite dire tion. See [12℄ for more on these on epts.
4 For example, some ognitive linguists have laimed that blending should be onsidered a basis for grammar;
but this seems likely to require multi-argument onstru tors.

OBJ, su h as OBJ3, CafeOBJ [3℄, Maude [2℄ or BOBJ [16℄5 ; all these are pre ise, fully formal
mathemati al notations, based on various forms of equational logi . If on ision is more important
than exe utability, then a strongly typed rst order logi might be used instead.
From either the pragmati or theoreti al perspe tive, one should seek to model semioti spa es
as simply as possible, sin e this will simplify later tasks, whether they are engineering design or
s ienti theorizing and experimentation (not forgetting that the on eptual simpli ity of a theory
does not ne essarily orrespond to the simpli ity of its expression in any parti ular language). A
famous quotation from Einstein is relevant here:
Everything should be as simple as possible, but no simpler.
However, from a pragmati perspe tive, good representations need not be the simplest possible,
for reasons that in lude engineering tradeo s, the diÆ ulty (and inherent ambiguity) of measuring
simpli ity, and so ial and ultural fa tors, e.g., relating to estheti s. Similar onsiderations apply,
though to a notably lesser extent, to the simpli ity of semioti theories, sin e reating su h theories
is itself a design task, subje t to various trade-o s. It may be reassuring to be reminded that in
general there is no unique best representation.
3

Analysis of Dates

Let's begin with dates and their representations. Dates were also dis ussed in [9℄ and [7℄, but it
is interesting, and not very diÆ ult, to do the analysis with mu h greater pre ision; this example
is also interesting be ause of the way that it highlights the possibility of di erent representations
being best for di erent purposes, where these purposes depend on the parti ular situations of
users, in luding their ulture. This example does not require dynami entities with state, though
it ould be reformulated to do so; some dynami signs are onsidered in the next se tion.
We rst introdu e the data sorts that will be used in examples throughout this paper: the sort
Nat of natural numbers, from the builtin module NAT; the sort Id of quoted identi ers, from the
builtin module QID; and the sort Float of oating point numbers, from the builtin module FLOAT.
Note that the sort Bool for the booleans, from the builtin module BOOL, is automati ally imported
by every module, without having to be mentioned.
A onvenient sour e theory spe i es dates as triples of natural numbers satisfying appropriate
onstraints6 :
dth DATE is
sort Date .
pr 3TUPLE[NAT, NAT, NAT℄ *(sort Tuple3 to Date?,
op (1*_) to (day_), op (2*_) to (month_), op (3*_) to (year_)).
vars D M Y : Nat . subsort Date < Date? .
mb << D ; M ; Y >> : Date if 0 < D and D <= 30 and 0 < M and M <= 12 .
end
The keyword pair dth...end marks the opening and losing of this module, with DATE given as
its name. The rst line of its body de lares a new sort named Date, while the se ond line imports
the generi module 3TUPLE, instantiates it with three instan es of the data sort Nat, imported via
the builtin module NAT; the main sort of this newly reated module is then renamed from Tuple3
to Date?, for things that might or might not turn out to be dates; and its three sele tors are
also renamed. Here 3TUPLE is a builtin BOBJ generi module, having the onstru tor <<_,_,_>>,
and the three sele tors 1*_, 2*_, and 3*_. The next line introdu es three Nat-valued variables,
and after that, a subsort Date of Date? is introdu ed; it will be used for those triples that satisfy

the onstraint. The nal, most interesting, line gives the onstraint on dates. The keyword
mb indi ates what in Maude is alled a membership de laration, and although we adopt the mb
notation of Maude, we prefer to all these sort onstraints, sin e they de ne whi h elements

5 \OBJ" is the family name, while \CafeOBJ," \OBJ3," \BOBJ," et . name spe i
members of the family
(although Maude is an ex eption to this onvention).
6 That there are 12 months, and that months have 30 days; in a more pre ise des ription, months would have
di erent numbers of days, and there would be leap years, but we give a simpli ed version for expository purposes.

of a supersort must also belong to the subsort. The division into lines is arbitrary, be ause the
BOBJ parser ignores arriage returns and linefeeds; hen e we will often ompress ode by pla ing
phrases on the same line.
It is lear that Date is the top level sort, and that day, month, and year are sele tors for what
ould be seen as se ondary sorts. However, be ause these have not been given expli it onstru tors,
we annot express a priority ordering on se ondary onstru tors; although we ould do so with a
good deal of extra trouble, it is mu h simpler to enri h the theory with the new notion of sele tor
priority orderings, whi h are optional partial orderings on the sele tors of ertain onstru tors7 .
It is well known that Europeans prefer to have the day ome rst, then the month, then the year,
whereas Ameri ans prefer to have the month rst, then the day, then the year. These orderings
annot be dire tly expressed in BOBJ, and although they ould be expressed indire tly, this would
not do mu h good, so we just indi ate them informally, with the following notation:
day >> month >> year
month >> day >> year

Although both orderings are in ommon use, the European one is more rational, be ause it preserves the natural ordering of these units by their in reasing size. We an formalize this by looking
at the oeÆ ients in the formula for the di eren e (in days) between two dates,
<< D ; M ; Y >> - << D' ; M' ; Y' >> = (D - D') + 30(M - N') + 365(Y - Y').

This makes expli it by how mu h years are larger than months, and months than days.
This illustrates that the so ially most preferred orderings are not ne essarily the most rational,
whi h an present a designer with a potentially onfusing trade o . In this ase, it is not diÆ ult
to see that the so ially most preferred ordering should be used, and that if there is no de nite
so ial preferen e, then the more logi al European ordering should be used.
But noti e that, for some purposes, an equally reasonable ordering by de reasing size would
be more useful than either ordering dis ussed above:
year >> month >> day

For example, a list of quarterly net earnings of some ompany with release dates of the quarterly
reports, would be easier to s an if the year ame rst. However, in most everyday situations, the
year is known, and the more rapidly hanging item, whi h is the day, is the least likely to be
known (although people may also be more likely to forget the month in ertain situations). In
fa t, this ordering is used in China and some other ountries. Noti e also that this ordering is also
onsistent with the usual ordering for times, where
hour >> minute >> se ond

whereas the European ordering is not.
We will restri t onsideration to representations of this semioti spa e into a semioti spa e
of strings of hara ters, although there are ertainly other very interesting representations, su h
as position in a alendar (and there are many kinds of alendar). There are four espe ially well
known representations of dates as hara ter strings; these an be lassi ed by two binary variables,
European vs. Ameri an, and numeri al vs. mixed. The European representations put day rst,
then month, followed by year, while the Ameri an representations put month rst and day se ond.
The numeri al representations separate the three omponents with - or /, while the two mixed
representations write out the months as words.
To formalize this, we need to de ne a target spa e of strings of hara ters. For this, it is
onvenient to use a generi list module, whi h will be instantiated several times in this paper:
dth LIST[X :: TRIV℄ is sort List .
pr NAT . subsort Elt < List .
op nil : -> List .
7 This enri hment of the theory illustrates how the detailed study of on rete examples an ontribute to s ienti
progress. This new feature a tually adds no expressive power, but it an greatly simplify theories. Note that
sele tor priority orderings should be onsidered part of the semioti theory, like level orderings and onstru tor
priority orderings, not part of the algebrai theory of the data stru tures involved.

op __ : List List -> List [asso ℄.
op |_| : List -> Nat .
var X : Elt . var L : List .
eq |nil| = 0 .
eq |X| = 1 .
eq |X L| = 1 + |L| .
end
Here the phrase [X :: TRIV℄ de nes the interfa e of the generi module; X is a formal parameter,
and TRIV is a builtin interfa e theory, whi h says that any theory with a designated sort an be
used as an a tual parameter; it in ludes a formal sort parameter, designated Elt. The operation
__ is the onstru tor for lists, nil is the empty list, and the operation |_| gives the length of a
list. The so- alled \attribute" [asso ℄ of the __ operation de lares it to be asso iative.

Sin e BOBJ does not provide a hara ter data type, but does provide both words and natural
numbers, it is onvenient to take lists of the union of these two sorts for our target spa e theory:
dth CHS is sort Ch .
pr NAT + QID + LIST[Ch℄ *(sort List to ChList).
subsorts Nat Id < Ch .
end
Elements of the builtin module QID have the sort Id and have forms su h as `A, `ab , `a21, et .,
so that elements of the sort ChList in lude things like 9 `May 2003. To get representations of
the form 5 / 9 / 2003, we an just rename the list onstru tor, as follows:
dth CHS/ is pr CHS *(op (__) to (_/_)). end

It remains to de ne the representation morphisms (see also the dis ussion of \ o-relations" at the
end of Se tion 3). This an also be done very easily in BOBJ, by de ning a fun tion from the
top sort of the sour e theory to the top sort of the target theory; we an even use the notation of
denotational semanti s.
dth DATE-REP is pr DATE + CHS .
op E[[_℄℄ : Date -> ChList .
op A[[_℄℄ : Date -> ChList .
var D : Date .
eq E[[ D ℄℄ = day(D) month(D) year(D) .
eq A[[ D ℄℄ = month(D) day(D) year(D) .
end

(We do not have to import any modules for data sorts, be ause these are automati ally imported
via the modules DATE and CHS, whi h have already imported them.) These are straightforward
semioti morphisms, ea h of whi h preserves one of the two most ommon orderings on the sele tors
of the date onstru tor. It is easy to test this morphism in BOBJ, as follows:
red E[[ << 9 ; 5 ; 03 >> ℄℄ .
red A[[ << 9 ; 5 ; 03 >> ℄℄ .

These two ommands produ e the following output (it is also interesting to noti e the form of
the date in this output), from whi h some material indi ating su essful pro essing of the various
modules has been deleted:
\|||||||||||||||||/
--- Wel ome to BOBJ --/|||||||||||||||||\
BOBJ version 0.9.220 built: Sun May 11 03:02:23 PDT 2003
University of California, San Diego
Sun May 11 19:27:46 PDT 2003
==========================================
dth DATE-REP

==========================================
redu e in DATE-REP : E [[(<< 9 ; 5 ; 03 >>)℄℄
result List: 9 5 03
rewrite time: 59ms
parse time: 10ms
Warning: non-termination orre ted
==========================================
redu e in DATE-REP : A [[(<< 9 ; 5 ; 03 >>)℄℄
result List: 5 9 03
rewrite time: 32ms
parse time: 11ms
Warning: non-termination orre ted
==========================================

The \Warning: non-termination orre ted" message arises be ause of the way that sort onstraints are implemented in BOBJ; it is not a ause for on ern. The representations using the
hara ter / are almost the same:
dth DATE-REP/ is pr DATE + CHS/ .
op E[[_℄℄ : Date -> ChList .
op A[[_℄℄ : Date -> ChList .
var D : Date .
eq E[[ D ℄℄ = day(D) / month(D) / year(D) .
eq A[[ D ℄℄ = month(D) / day(D) / year(D) .
end

Of ourse, this representation an be (and has been) tested the same way. The mixed ase an be
done almost as easily; we must spe ify the mapping of month numbers to month names, but we
do not need to rename the list onstru tor; this is left as an exer ise.
An alert reader might wonder why we de ned these representations in what seems like a
denotational style, when our theory alls for semioti morphisms, whi h are almost supported by
the BOBJ view feature. A tually, we do use BOBJ views, but sin e they do not support partiality,
we de ne a supertheory, alled a o-relation, whi h spe i es how entities in the two theories are
onne ted, and into whi h both the sour e and target theory are in luded by inje tive views. This
is motivated by the following:
1. Semioti morphisms are not fun tions, be ause in general they are only partially de ned
on the items to be represented. Moreover, the theories of omplex sign systems, su h as
user interfa es, typi ally employ auxiliary onstru tions that should not be mapped into the
spa e of representations.
2. The abstra t ( ategory theoreti ) notion of a relation between spa es A; B is a spa e R and
two maps, A
R ! B , whi h an be thought of as proje ting \pairs" in R to their two
omponents.
3. Under the duality dis ussed in Se tion 2, on the theory level a relation in the above sense
be omes a theory C with two in lusions A ! C B , where A ; B are the theories of A; B ,
respe tively, i.e., it is a o-relation between the theories.
4. Any o-relation indu es a dual relation between the orresponding spa es of models.
Thus, o-relations are a onvenient way to represent semioti morphisms using the apabilities of
BOBJ, in ontrast to a denotational approa h, whi h is stri tly fun tional. There is an analogy here
with Peir e's semioti triangle, whi h is also relational, in ontrast to Saussure's more fun tional
view of signi ation.
Finally, we onsider a \uni ed numeri al" representation, whi h ounts the total number of
days that have passed sin e 1 January 0000, given by the following module:
0

0

0

0

dth DATE-NUM-REP is pr DATE .
op N[[_℄℄ : Date -> Nat .
var D : Date .
eq N[[ D ℄℄ = day(D) + (30 * month(D)) + (365 * (2000 + year(D))) .
end

This assumes the European ordering of day, month and year, and also assumes the twenty- rst
entury; the value of N[[ << 9 ; 5 ; 03 >> ℄℄, our standard example, is 731,254 (days). It is
interesting to onsider why it is su h a bad representation. This is an instan e of the important
question of measuring the quality of representations. It is obvious from the Ameri an vs. European representations that so ial onvention an play an important role. But there are also some
important stru tural onsiderations, of whi h we mention here just three:
1. The most important subsigns of a sign should map to orrespondingly important subsigns of
its representation (more te hni ally, this alls for preserving important sorts and onstru tors).
2. It is better to preserve form (i.e., stru ture) than ontent, if something is sa ri ed8 .
3. The most important axioms about signs should also be satis ed by their representations.
These prin iples are a basis for omparing the date representations given above. Whereas the
Ameri an and European representations preserve the stru turing into day, month and year in the
sour e spa e DATE, the numeri al representation does not, thus violating the rst prin iple; for
example, there is no subsign for years. The Ameri an and European representations lose some
ontent (be ause we need to know the entury), while the numeri al representation does not;
however, the rst two representations are still better be ause they preserve form, as predi ted
by Prin iple F/C. Finally, the axioms (whi h are sort onstraints) in DATA are not preserved by
the numeri al representation, be ause there are no subsigns to whi h they an refer, but they are
preserved by the other representations, although they may take a di erent form (e.g., if months
are represented by names).
For a di erent example of the third quality prin iple, the sour e theory for time of day in
minutes has an important axiom expressing its y li nature, s1440 (t) = t, where s is the unary
next-minute or \ li k" fun tion, and t is a variable for time. This axiom is elegantly satis ed by
the familiar ir ular lo k, be ause it satis es the stronger axiom s720 (t) = t.
We now introdu e a generalized lexi ographi ordering that an be used in omparing the
quality of representations. Suppose i is a partial order on a set R for ea h i 2 I , where I is a
nite partially ordered set, with ordering < and maximum element >. Let r i r mean r i r
and r i r, let r <i r mean r i r and r 6i r, and let r ?i r mean r 6i r and r 6i r. Let
i  j mean that i < j in I and there is no k 2 I su h that i < k < j in I . We now de ne the
lexi ographi produ t  = i I <i on R, of the <i over I , by rst de ning orderings i on R
for i 2 I , as follows: r i r i r <i r , or else (r i r or r ?i r ) and (r j r or r ?j r ) for all
j
i
j  i, and r  r for at least one j  i. Then r  r i
r <i r when i is minimal in I . Finally,
we let  be  .
We may apply this as follows: Let R be a set of representations of some semioti theory
T , let <i be partial quality orderings on R, and let I with < re e t the relative importan e
of these orderings. For another example, C might be the onstru tors of T , with L the levels
of T , with < the level ordering, and with <` the priority ordering on things of level ` 2 L.
Then ` L <` on R ombines the level and priority orderings in the orre t way. If we now
let R be some representations of T , let C with < be as above, and let r < r i r preserves
better than r does9 , then  is a useful quality measure for representations of T (though not the
only one, sin e it does not take a ount of axioms). For example, the Ameri an and European
representations are ea h better with respe t to their own priority ordering, and both are better than
the numeri al representation, with either priority ordering. Further dis ussion of quality measures
for morphisms is given in [15, 11℄, where it is explained how they relate to Peir e's lassi ation of
signs as symboli , indexi al, and i oni [18℄, and where it is noted that in general, ea h appli ation
requires its own arefully rafted \designer ordering"; the lexi ographi onstru tion des ribed
above is intended as a te hni al tool to ease the de nition of su h orderings.
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8 This is alled Prin iple F/C [15℄; although spe ial ases are familiar to designers in many spe ialized areas,
e.g., see [20℄, this may be the rst general statement of the prin iple.
9 For example, r 0 preserves every argument pla e of that r does, and possibly more; or more generally, < is
the lexi ographi produ t of the argument pla e preservation relations of over their priority ordering.

4

Analysis of S rollbar and Window

Our se ond example is windows with s rollbars, as in GUI operating systems. S rollbars di er
from dates in having states, so that initial algebra semanti s is awkward; we therefore use hidden
algebra semanti s (e.g., [16℄). This se tion onsiders s rollbars, and the next blends them with
windows. We start with the sour e theory of \pointed les," whi h are text les with a pointer to
the top line of the displayed text. We rst spe ify data theories for lines and les, noting that the
dfn feature in the se ond line of the body below abbreviates
pr LIST[QID℄ *(sort Id to LongLine).
and that psort gives a way to make a sort other than the rst one introdu ed into the prin ipal sort

of a module, so that it an be the default hoi e when instantiating parameterized modules. Files
are a data theory, while pointed les are a behavioral theory, with its \hidden" sorts representing
states.
dth FILE is sort Line .
dfn LongLine is LIST[QID℄ .
subsort Id < Line < LongLine .
var L : LongLine .
mb L : Line if |L| <= 78 .
pr LIST[Line℄ *(sort List to File, op (__).File to (_._)).
psort File .
end
bth PTR-FILE is pr (NAT || FILE) *(sort Tuple to PtrFile?) .
sort PtrFile . subsort PtrFile < PtrFile? .
var P : Nat . var F : File .
mb < P, F > : PtrFile if P <= |F| .
end
The keyword \bth" in the module PTR-FILE indi ates that it de nes states, whi h here have
the hidden sort PtrFile?. The in x operation || is a builtin parameterized module that forms

modules with a new (hidden) sort for states omposed of the prin ipal sorts of its two argument
modules, with the onstru tor <_,_> of sort Tuple, and with sele tors 1* and 2*, the same as for
the parameterized module TUPLE. The sort onstraints say that lines have 78 or fewer hara ters,
and that proper pointed les have pointer value not greater than the length of the le.
Now we onsider the target semioti spa e for s rollbars. It is similar to the spa e for dates:
s rollbars will have a height and two pointers, indi ating the top and bottom of the highlighted
part of the s rollbar, whi h we denote top and bottom, respe tively. Height is a tually a parameter
whi h needs to be instantiated when a s rollbar is reated, whereas top and bottom are parts of
the state that vary as the s rollbar is used. Consequently, we need a parameterized theory for
s rollbars, and therefore we rst need a parameter theory to de ne its interfa e:
th HEIGHT is pr FLOAT . op height : -> Float . end
bth SCROLLBAR[H :: HEIGHT℄ is sort S rollbar .
pr (FLOAT || FLOAT) *(sort Tuple to S rollbar?,
op (1*_) to (top_), op (2*_) to (bottom_)).
subsort S rollbar < S rollbar? .
vars T B : Float .
mb < T, B > : S rollbar if 0 <= B and B <= T and T <= height .
end
We de ne the relationship between PTR-FILE and SCROLLBAR[H℄ with the following o-relation:
bth PTR-FILE-REP[H :: HEIGHT℄ is
pr (PTR-FILE || SCROLLBAR[H℄) *(sort Tuple to PtrFileS rollbar).
op [[_℄℄ : PtrFile? -> S rollbar? .
var Pf : PtrFile? .

eq [[ Pf ℄℄ = < (max(1* Pf, 40) * height)/ |2* Pf| ,
(max(0, 1* Pf - 40) * height)/ |2* Pf| > .
var Pfs : PtrFileS rollbar .
eq top
2* Pfs = top
[[ 1* Pfs ℄℄ .
eq bottom 2* Pfs = bottom [[ 1* Pfs ℄℄ .
end

This s rollbar representation of a sub le of a le, satis es the three quality prin iples at the end
of Se tion 4. It sa ri es ontent but preserves the le-sub le ratio. We an test this semioti
morphism by instantiating the generi s rollbar with a parti ular height, say 6 (in hes), as given
in the module H6 below, and then also making some assumptions about the pointer and le.
dth H6 is pr FLOAT . let height = 6.0 . end
bth PTR-FILE-REP6 is pr PTR-FILE-REP[H6℄ .
let p = 250 .
op f : -> File .
eq |f| = 400 .
end
red [[ < p, f > ℄℄ .

The BOBJ output for this redu tion is as follows:
==========================================
redu e in PTR-FILE-REP6 : [[(< p , f >)℄℄
result S rollbar: < 3.75 , 3.15 >
rewrite time: 1665ms
parse time: 20ms
Warning: non-termination orre ted
==========================================

This says that the top pointer is 3.75 from the bottom of the s rollbar, while the bottom pointer is
3.15 in hes from the bottom. (The di eren e between these is .6 in hes, one tenth of the s rollbar
length, as it should be in this ase, be ause 40 is 10% of 400.)
Working on this example for ed onsideration of the slightly omplex way that s rollbars
fun tion near the bottom of les; although this is hardly a great mystery, it is something that I
had never expli itly thought about before. Also, some new bugs were un overed and orre ted
in the BOBJ system, and (as dis ussed before) the notion of sele tor priority was dis overed.
Phenomena like this are a typi al and important part of s ienti resear h, though they are not
often reported.
5

Blending S rollbar and Window

This se tion extends the analysis of the previous se tion to in lude the window as well as its
s rollbar, and the link between them; indeed, what we normally all a \window" generally onsists
of both a s rollbar and an area for displaying something else, su h as a text le. Su h a system
is a stru tural blend of its two omponents. The goal of this se tion is mainly to illustrate this
notion of blend, rather than to explain the parti ular example. It is easy to de ne windows in the
same style as the previous se tion, and then ombine them with s rollbars:
bth WINDOW is sort Window .
pr FILE . subsort Window < File .
var F : File .
mb F : Window if |F| <= 40 .
end
bth WINDOW-SCROLLBAR is pr WINDOW || SCROLLBAR . end

Thus, windows are obje ts with a state that is a le of not more than 40 lines, and a windows rollbar is an obje t with a state having two omponents, a window and a s rollbar. However,

this ombination does not link what is in the window with what the s rollbar displays; for that,
we need a more omplex setup.
In ognitive linguisti s (e.g., [21, 4℄), blends have a so- alled generi spa e, ontaining abstra tions of on epts that o ur in both input spa es, instan es of whi h are not ne essarily
identi ed in the blended spa e. But in algebrai semioti s the material in this theory is shared,
i.e., identi ed in the blend of the theories of the two interfa es. This is onsistent with the
mathemati al foundations and methodology of [9, 7℄, but not with the intuitions in the ognitive
linguisti s literature. For this reason, the term base theory is used in [9, 7℄, rather than generi
spa e. Our example needs the sub le representation in the s rolbar to orrespond to the material
displayed in the window. One possibility is a theory for a le with a sub le, whi h we might like
to de ne as follows:
bth FILE-SUBFILE is pr (FILE || FILE) *(sort Tuple to FsubF?).
sort FsubF . subsort FsubF < FsubF? .
vars F F' F1 F2 : File .
mb < F , F' > : FsubF if F == F1 F' F2 .
end
whi h says that F' is a sub le of F; however, the impli it existential quanti ers over F1 and F2 in

the ondition annot be handled by BOBJ, so we repla e them by expli it Skolem fun tions:
bth FILE-SUBFILE is pr (FILE || FILE) *(sort Tuple to FsubF?).
sort FsubF . subsort FsubF < FsubF? .
vars F F' : File .
ops sk1 sk2 : File File -> File .
mb < F , F' > : FsubF if F == (sk1(F, F') . F' . sk2(F, F')).
end

Next, we give two semioti morphisms to knit window and s rollbar together into a blend. The
rst is the obvious in lusion view of WINDOW as a subtheory of FILE-SUBFILE, while the se ond is
a o-relation between FILE-SUBFILE and PTR-FILE:
view WINDOW-TO-FILE-SUBFILE from WINDOW to FILE-SUBFILE is
end

bth C1 is pr (FILE-SUBFILE || PTR-FILE) *(sort Tuple to FsubFPtrFile).
op [[_℄℄ : FsubF -> PtrFile .
vars F F' : File .
eq [[ < F , F' > ℄℄ = < |sk1(F,F')| + |F'| , F > .
var Fspf : FsubFPtrFile .
eq 1* 2* Fspf = |sk1(1* 1* Fspf, 2* 1* Fspf)| + |2* 1* Fspf| .
eq 2* 2* Fspf = 1* 1* Fspf .
end
If to these we just add the obvious in lusion view of WINDOW into WINDOW-SCROLLBAR and the
o-relation PTR-FILE-REP6, then the resulting diagram gives the blend we want.
5.1

Variable Size Window and S rollbar

Variable size windows and s rollbars require a more elaborate onstru tion. The following is one
possible base theory, providing a le (in the sense of the module PTR-FILE) and two pointers, T
and B, to lines in the le, for the top and bottom of the displayed material. The sort onstraint
just says that B must not be more than T, whi h must not be more than the length of the le:
bth FILE2PTR is
pr PTR-FILE + (FILE || NAT || NAT) *(sort Tuple to File2Ptr?).
sort File2Ptr . subsort File2Ptr < File2Ptr? .
vars T B : Nat . var F : File .
mb < F , T , B > : File2Ptr if B <= T and T <= |F| .
psort File2Ptr? .
end

A more abstra t theory that ould be used instead of 3PTR, uses the length of the le and pointers
to two lo ations within it, without giving the le itself.
bth 3PTR is pr (NAT || NAT || NAT) *(sort Tuple to 3Ptr?).
sort 3Ptr . subsort 3Ptr < 3Ptr? .
vars A B L : Nat .
mb < A , B , L > : 3Ptr if A <= B and B <= L .
end
That FILE2PTR is more on rete than 3PTR is expressed by the o-relation FILE2PTR+ below, whi h
is FILE2PTR enri hed with the more abstra t representation:
bth FILE2PTR+ is pr FILE2PTR .
pr (NAT || NAT || NAT) *(sort Tuple to 3Nat) .
op |_| : File2Ptr? -> 3Nat .
vars T B : Nat . var F : File .
eq |< F, T, B >| = < B, T, |F| >.
end

Then the view an be des ribed quite simply as follows:
view V1 from 3PTR to FILE2PTR+ is sort 3Ptr? to 3Nat . end

Next, we give semioti morphisms for building the blend. The o-relation C2 onne ts
FILE-SUBFILE with FILE2PTR, and V3 is a default view, for whi h BOBJ an ll in all the mappings automati ally, while the third instantiates the parameterized o-relation PTR-FILE-REP for
a six in h s rollbar.
bth C2 is pr (FILE-SUBFILE || FILE2PTR) *(sort Tuple to FsubFF2Ptr).
op [[_℄℄ : FsubF -> File2Ptr .
vars F F' : File .
eq [[ < F , F' > ℄℄ = < F , |sk1(F,F')| + |F'| , |sk1(F,F')| > .
var S : FsubFF2Ptr .
eq 1* 2* S = 1* 1* S .
eq 2* 2* S = |sk1(1* 1* S, 2* 1* S)| + |2* 1* S| .
eq 3* 2* S = |sk1(1* 1* S, 2* 1* S)| .
end
view V3 from PTR-FILE to FILE2PTR is
sort PtrFile? to PtrFile? .
end
bth PTR-FILE-REP-VAR is pr PTR-FILE-REP[HEIGHT℄ .
op winsize : -> Float .
var F : File .
eq height = (6 / 40) * winsize .
end

Putting this olle tion of theories and morphisms together gives the blend we want, in whi h the
size of the window is given by the (user-de nable) onstant winsize.
5.2

What is Blending?

This subse tion brie y dis usses some points about stru tural blending and its relation to other
traditions. We rst note that two kinds of dynami s are involved in blending: the pro ess of
blending itself, and entities with internal states. Whereas ognitive linguisti s has so far fo ussed
mainly on the former, algebrai semioti s is more on erned with the latter, due to its fo us on
user interfa e design and similar appli ations. Our se ond point is that in stru tural blending,
ross-spa e mappings emerge through the identi ations implied by the base spa e; relations like
ausality are represented as ordinary relations (Bool-valued fun tions in BOBJ) rather than having

Figure 1: A S roll and a S rollbar
a spe ial ad ho status. Thirdly, the distin tion between single and double s ope blending seems
a bit arti ial in algebrai semioti s, be ause its appli ations typi ally involve multiple \s opes"
arising from multiple spa es and morphisms among them. Fourthly, we are developing a formal
hara terization of blending, based on the notion of olimit [9℄, taking a ount of the quality
orderings on morphisms, and allowing there to be more than one blend for a given system of
spa es and morphisms. Finally, in ontrast with mu h of lassi al semioti s, but in agreement
with ognitive s ien e in general, and ognitive linguisti s in parti ular, we es hew belief in the
Platoni reality of signs, sign systems, et ., even though there is a strong tenden y in our ulture
to identify mathemati al formalizations with su h ideal entities.
6

Con eptual Analysis of Window and S rollbar

This se tion sket hes a on eptual analysis of s rollbars, mainly intended to show how this level
of analysis di ers from that of the previous se tions, in that it fo uses on questions like \How is
a s rollbar like (and unlike) a s roll?" rather than questions like \How does a s rollbar represent
window-based le display?" or \How good is that representation?" A major motivation for analyses
at the on eptual level is to explore the ognitive onsisten y of designs. The appropriate tools
for answering su h questions are models of how we think about s rollbars, rather than models of
s rollbars themselves. As in traditional ognitive linguisti s, there is little payo from being highly
pre ise in su h dis ussions, and we shall therefore be relatively informal.
The on eptual spa e for a s roll (see Figure 1) ontains two rollers, a roll of par hment (or
other material) with text on it, and the a ordan e10 for s rolling through the text by rotating one
or both of the rollers. Note that it is possible to expose any ontiguous segment of the text with
appropriate roller rotations.
A s rollbar is a bar with a highlighted sub-bar (in Figure 1, the sub-bar is highlighted by
darkening); it represents an arbitrary ontiguous segment of text, by the proportions of the loations of the boundaries of the highlighted sub-bar to the total length of the bar, as des ribed
in the module PTR-FILE-REP-VAR. Typi ally, a ordan es for moving the segment up or down
are presented as arrowheads at the top and bottom of the bar, as in Figure 1, and there are
also non-per eived a ordan es for making larger jumps up or down the text, by li king on the
orresponding non-highlighted areas (however many users are not aware of these a ordan es).
The analogy between the displayed text of a s roll and the highlighted sub-bar of a s rollbar
is good, ex ept that it is more onvenient to use a real s roll with its rollers to the left and
right of the text11 , whereas the s rollbars that represent displayed text are oriented verti ally,
not horizontally. This situation is re e ted in the mathemati s, whi h expresses the proportional
representation quite ni ely while ignoring orientation (see Se tion 5.1).
On the other hand, analogies for the a ordan es are not so lose. First, s rolling the text
by using the mouse to move the highlighted portion of the s rollbar is very di erent from any
10 We understand a ordan es in the sense of Gibson, as potential intera tions between an organism (here, the
user) and the environment (here, the system) [5, 6℄ and \per eived a ordan es" in the sense of Norman [17℄ as
a ordan es that the user is able to per eive as su h, by virtue of what is displayed.
11 This is be ause of the lo ation of human hands on the left and right of the body. Moreover, in many old
languages, the text is oriented verti ally and read from top to bottom.

a ordan e of a real s roll; this indire t ontrol arises through the stru tural blending of the
window with its s rollbar. Operating one roller does not ause exposure of a di erent text of the
same size, but rather in reases or de reases the displayed text, from the left or right, depending
on whi h roller is rotated in whi h dire tion. The behavior of the s rollbar ontrols is loser to
that of the \up" and \down" buttons on an elevator than to the rollers on a s roll, though this
behavior also di ers from that of elevator buttons. The non-per eived s rollbar a ordan es do not
orrespond to any a ordan es of real s rolls.
7

Con lusions

The approa h advo ated in this paper is not limited to user interfa e design in the narrow sense,
as the representations for dates and the on eptual analysis of windows demonstrate. One way to
explore the potential for extended appli ations of algebrai semioti s is to think of \interfa es" in
a very broad sense that in ludes any form of ommuni ation in any medium, whi h is already the
s ope of Pier ian semioti s. For example, Prin iple F/C applies to the generation of an outline
from a book, as well as to the navigational guides provided within buildings, su h as oor numbers,
room numbers, and lists of oÆ e o upants with their room numbers.
New ideas in this paper in lude formalization of dynami signs using hidden algebra, orderings
on the sele tors of a given onstru tor, o-relations for blending, and generalized lexi ographi
order to measure representation quality, based on the importan e of omponents. In addition, the
following are some subtle points revealed during the pro ess of formalization:
1. There is a ri h duality between models and theories.
2. The maps indu ed on models by theory maps go in the opposite dire tion.
3. While initial semanti s is good for stati signs, hidden semanti s (or some similar formalism)
is needed for dynami signs, in order to handle states.
4. Non-trivial onstru tors are needed for many examples, whi h therefore require stru tural
blending instead of on eptual blending.
On the other hand, and in opposition to e orts at formalizing meaning su h as situation semanti s
[1℄, algebrai semioti s stresses the ne essity for grounding in so ial pro ess, both before and after
formalization, the rst to obtain reasonable levels and priorities, and the se ond to he k that the
formalization is useful.
It is hoped that the examples in this paper will onvin e readers that algebrai semioti s
provides a pre ise and useful tool for analyzing representations and interfa es, in luding not just
spe i ation te hniques, but also some very general quality prin iples to aid design. However,
it should be emphasized that in design pra ti e, algebrai semioti s should generally be applied
far more informally than the BOBJ ode here might suggest. Pra ti al appli ation is still at an
early stage, and only one serious ase study has been done, the Tatami system [14, 15℄, but this
promises to be an ex iting area for future exploration.
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